[Perspectives and plans to improve the prognosis of cervical cancer].
The cervical cancer has already attained high survival rate and there is a little room to improve the prognosis. The examination of recurred patients reveals that the recurrence was often found in the cervix, parametrium, pelvic wall, and distant organs. More intensive treatment to such part may be of beneficial to reduce recurrence. Post operative radiation to the pelvis for high risk patients seemed to improve the survival rate, although some authors failed to show its merit. Radiation to the para-aortic lymph node is matter of controversial. Chemotherapy is now expected to play an important role to control or prevent distant metastasis. Considering these facts, improvement of prognosis of the cervical cancer will be expected by 1. early detection by mass screening and 2. centralization the treatment facilities in order to do the individualized and multidisciplinary treatment.